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FOREWORD

The XX EURALEX International Congress was held on 12–16 July 2022 in Mannheim, 
Germany. Themed “Dictionaries and Society”, the conference brought together profes
sional lexicographers, linguists, publishers, researchers, software developers and anyone 
interested in dictionaries and their educational, cultural, political and social impact in every
day life. Submissions on a wide range of topics were submitted, including:

 – The DictionaryMaking Process
 – Research on Dictionary Use
 – Lexicography and Language Technologies
 – Lexicography and Corpus Linguistics
 – Bi and Multilingual Lexicography
 – Lexicography for Specialised Languages, Terminology and Terminography
 – Lexicography of LesserUsed and UnderResearched Languages
 – Phraseology and Collocation
 – Lexicography and Etymology
 – Lexicological Issues of Lexicographical Relevance
 – Reports on Lexicographical and Lexicological Projects

All submissions were reviewed in a doubleblind peer review process by at least two mem
bers of the Scientific Committee (see page 14) for whose support we are very grateful. All 
decisions to accept or reject submissions for presentation at the congress and full papers for 
publication in the conference proceedings were based on the average score from reviews 
and in many cases on further evaluation by members of the Programme Committee (see  
page 14). We are very grateful to the EURALEX Board members who supported us as members 
of the Programme Committee, Iztok Kosem (Jožef Stefan Institute/University of Ljubljana, 
Slovenia), Robert Lew (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poland), GillesMaurice de Schryver 
(Ghent University, Belgium & University of Pretoria, South Africa), and Kristina Štrkalj 
Despot (Institute of Croatian Language and Linguistics, Zagreb, Croatia). Without the ex
pertise and commitment of all colleagues who served on the Scientific and the Programme 
Committee, we would not have been able to maintain the high academic standard of pres
entations at EURALEX congresses and of their proceedings. Thank you!

This Book contains the full papers of keynotes, talks, posters, and software demonstrations of 
the XX. EURALEX International Congress, starting with the four keynote papers (Part I). 
We invited plenary speakers to address different aspects of our congress theme “Diction
aries and Society”, such as the influence of society on lexicography, the role of women in 
lexicography, dictionary landscapes in multilingual societies, the role of dictionaries for 
language learners and traces of time and culture in (German) dictionaries. In this volume, 
Rufus Gouws (Stellenbosch University, South Africa), our 2022 Hornby Lecturer, discusses 
dictionaries as “bridges, dykes and sluice gates” in the multilingual society of South Africa. 
Thomas Gloning (University of Gießen, Germany) reflects on “Ways of living, communica
tion and the dynamics of word usage”. Nicola McLelland (University of Nottingham, UK) 
sheds new light on the role of women in German lexicography. Martina Nied Curcio (Uni
versità Roma Tre, Italy) explains which challenges for the use of dictionaries in language 
learning and teaching need to be overcome in the digital area. 
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Part II contains all other full papers of talks, poster presentations, and software 
demonstrations in thematic order (following an alphabetical order by their authors’ 
surnames for each topic):

 – Dictionaries and Society
 – Lexicography: Status, Theory and Methods
 – Corpora in Lexicography
 – Data Models and Databases in Lexicography
 – Dictionary Writing Systems and Lexicographic Tools
 – Design and Publication of Dictionaries
 – (Promoting) Dictionary Use
 – Dictionary Projects
 – Bilingual Dictionaries
 – Specialised Dictionaries
 – Historical Lexicography: German
 – Historical Lexicography: Romance and Other Languages
 – (Historical) Lexicology
 – Neologisms and Lexicography
 – Phraseology & Collocations
 – Semantics

A total of sixtyseven full papers were accepted for publication. Of these, four papers were 
presented as part of the fourth edition of the Globalex Workshop on Lexicography and 
Neology (GWLN4; organised by Ilan Kernerman and Annette KlosaKückelhaus and inte
grated into EURALEX 2022 as an inconference workshop on 15th July 2022).

An alphabetical index at the end of this publication contains all authors’ names and facili
tates finding papers by specific authors.

The Congress was organised by the Department of Lexical Studies (“Lexik”) at the Leibniz 
Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim. Our sincere thanks go to all col
leagues at IDS who supported the organisation of the congress and the publication of the 
abstract volume and, last but not least, the present conference proceedings. We would also 
like to thank all the sponsors (see page 13) who financially supported EURALEX 2022 and 
without whose generous support the congress could not have taken place.

As the chair of the XX EURALEX Organising Committee, I would like to gratefully acknowl
edge the support of the other members of our Organising Committee, Stefan Engelberg, 
Christine Möhrs, and Petra Storjohann, for their cooperation in the publication of this 
volume.

Annette KlosaKückelhaus

Chair of EURALEX 2022

June 2022

https://globalex2022.globalex.link/euralex2022/
https://globalex2022.globalex.link/euralex2022/
https://www.ids-mannheim.de/lexik/
https://www.ids-mannheim.de/
https://www.ids-mannheim.de/
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Keynotes

Thomas Gloning: Ways of living, communication and the dynamics of word usage. How 
did German dictionaries cope with sociocultural aspects and evolution of word usage and 
how could future systems do even better?

Rufus H. Gouws: Dictionaries: bridges, dykes and sluice gates 

Nicola McLelland: Women in the history of lexicography. An overview, and the case of 
German

Martina Nied Curcio: Dictionaries, foreign language learners and teachers. New challenges 
in the digital era 

Talks

Andrea Abel: Wörterbücher der Zukunft in Bildungskontexten der Gegenwart. Eine 
Fallstudie aus dem Südtiroler Schulwesen

Maria Aldea: Bien écrire, bien parler au XIXe siècle. Le rôle du dictionnaire dans 
l’apprentissage de la langue maternelle. Le cas du roumain

Ieda Maria Alves/Bruno Maroneze: From society to neology and lexicography. 
Relationships between morphology and dictionaries

Maria Arapopoulou/Georgios Kalafikis/Dimitra Karamitsou/Efstratios Sarischoulis/Sotiris 
Tselika: “Vocabula Grammatica”: threading a digital Ariadne’s String in the labyrinth of 
Ancient Greek scholarship

Hauke Bartels: The long road to a historical dictionary of Lower Sorbian. Towards a lexical 
information system

Harald Bichlmeier: Almanca tuhfe / Deutsches Geschenk (1916) oder: Wie schreibt man 
deutsch mit arabischen Buchstaben?

Anaïs Chambat: La lignée «CapuronNystenLittré» entre ruptures et continuités 
doctrinales

Jun Choi/Hae-Yun Jung: On loans in Korean new word formation and in lexicography

Gilles-Maurice de Schryver: Metalexicography: an existential crisis

Gilles-Maurice de Schryver/Minah Nabirye: Towards a monitor corpus for a Bantu 
language. A case study of neology detection in Lusoga

Stefan Engelberg: Lexicography’s entanglement with colonialism: The history of Tok Pisin 
lexicography as colonial history

Maria Ermakova/Alexander Geyken/Lothar Lemnitzer/Bernhard Roll: Integration of multi
word expressions into the Digital Dictionary of German Language (DWDS). Towards a 
lexicographic representation of phraseological variation

Carolina Flinz/Sabrina Ballestracci: Das LBCWörterbuch: Eine erste Benutzerstudie

Polona Gantar/Simon Krek: Creating the lexicon of multiword expressions for Slovene 
Methodology and structure
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Zoe Gavriilidou/Evi Konstandinidou: The effect of an explicit and integrated dictionary 
awareness intervention program on dictionary use strategies

Laura Giacomini/Paolo DiMuccio-Failla/Patrizio De Martin Pinter: The representation of 
culturespecific lexical items in monolingual learner’s lexicography

Voula Giouli/Anna Vacalopoulou/Nikos Sidiropoulos/Christina Flouda/Athanasios Doupa/
Gregory Stainhaouer: From mythos to logos: A bilingual thesaurus tailored to meet users’ 
needs within the ecosystem of cultural tourism

Volker Harm: Wortgeschichte digital: A historical dictionary of New High German

Zita Hollós: CrossMediaPublishing in der korpusgestützten Lernerlexikographie. 
Entstehung eines Lernerwörterbuchportals DaF

Ellert Thor Johannsson: Old words and obsolete meanings in Modern Icelandic

Annette Klosa-Kückelhaus: Lexicography for society and with society – COVID19 and 
dictionaries

Iztok Kosem: Trendi – a monitor corpus of Slovene

Konan Kouassi: MenschMaschineInteraktion im lexikographischen Prozess zu 
lexikalischen Informationssystemen

Simon Krek/Polona Ganta/Iztok Kosem: Extraction of collocations from the Gigafida 2.1 
corpus of Slovene

Robert Krovetz: An investigation of sense ordering across dictionaries with respect to 
lexical semantic relationships

Theresa Kruse/Ulrich Heid: Learning from students. On the design and usability of an 
edictionary of mathematical graph theory

David Lindemann/Penny Labropoulou/Christiane Klaes: Introducing LexMeta: a metadata 
model for lexical resources

Takahiro Makino/Rei Miyata/Seo Sungwon/Satoshi Sato: Designing and building a Japanese 
controlled language for automotive domain. Toward the development of a writing 
assistant tool

Mihai-Alex Moruz/Mădălina Ungureanu: 17thcentury Romanian lexical resources and 
their Influence on Romanian written tradition

Andrea Moshövel: Skatologischer Wortschatz im Frühneuhochdeutschen als 
kulturgeschichtliche und lexikographische Herausforderung

Anke Müller/Gabriele Langer/Felicitas Otte/Sabrina Wähl: Creating a dictionary of a signed 
minority language: A bilingualized monolingual dictionary of German Sign Language

Carolin Müller-Spitzer/Jan Oliver Rüdiger: The influence of the corpus on the 
representation of gender stereotypes in the dictionary. A case study of corpusbased 
dictionaries of German

Iryna Ostapova/Volodymyr Shyrokov/Yevhen Kupriianov/Mykyta Yablochlov: Etymological 
dictionary in digital environment

Ana Ostroški Anić/Ivana Brač: AirFrame. Mapping the field of aviation through semantic 
frames
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Anna Pavlova: Mehrsprachige Datenbank der PhrasemKonstruktionen

Laura Pinnavaia: Identifying ideological strategies in the making of monolingual English 
language learner’s dictionaries

Ralf Plate: Word families in diachrony. An epochspanning structure for the word families 
of older German

María Pozzi: Design of a dictionary to help school children to understand basic 
mathematical concepts

Kristel Proost/Arne Zeschel/Frank Michaelis/Jan Oliver Rüdiger : MAP (Musterbank 
Argumentmarkierender Präpositionen). A patternbank of argumentmarking 
prepositions in German

Irene Renau/Rogelio Nazar: Towards a multilingual dictionary of discourse markers. 
Automatic extraction of units from parallel corpus

Ana Salgado/Rute Costa/Toma Tasovac: Applying terminological methods to lexicographic 
work: terms and their domains

Kyriaki Salveridou/Zoe Gavriilidou: Compilation of an Ancient Greek – Modern Greek 
online thesaurus for teaching purposes: microstructure and macrostructure

Stefan J. Schierholz/Monika Bielinska/Maria José Domínguez Vázquez/Rufus H. Gouws/
Martina Nied Curcio: The EMLex Dictionary of Lexicography (EMLexDictoL)

Alberto Simões/Ana Salgado: Smart dictionary editing with LeXmart

Christian-Emil Smith Ore/Oddrun Grønvik/Trond Minde: Word banks, dictionaries and 
research results by the roadside

Clarissa Stincone: Usage labels in Basnage’s Dictionnaire universel (1701)

Petra Storjohann: The public as linguistic authority: Why users turn to internet forums to 
differentiate between words

Pius ten Hacken/Renáta Panocová: The etymology of internationalisms. Evidence from 
German and Slovak

Carole Tiberius/Jelena Kallas/Svetla Koeva/Margit Langemets/Iztok Kosem: An insight into 
lexicographic practices in Europe. Results of the extended ELEXIS Survey on User Needs

Lars Trap-Jensen/Henrik Lorentzen: Recent neologisms provoked by COVID19 in the 
Danish language and in The Danish Dictionary

Anna Vacalopoulou/Eleni Efthimiou/Stavroula-Evita Fotinea/Theodoros Goulas/Athanasia-
Lida Dimou/Kiki Vasilaki: Organizing a bilingual lexicographic database with the use of 
WordNet

Agnes Wigestrand Hoftun: Consultation behavior in L1 error correction. An exploratory 
study on the use of online resources in the Norwegian context

Marija Žarković: The legal lexicon in the first dictionary of the Spanish Royal Academy 
(1726–1739). The Concept of the Judge
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Posters

Thierry Declerck: Integration of sign language lexical data in the OntoLexLemon 
framework

Nils Diewald/Marc Kupietz/Harald Lüngen: Tokenizing on scale. Preprocessing large text 
corpora on the lexical and sentence level

Birgit Füreder: Überlegungen zur Modellierung eines multilingualen ‚Periphrastikons‘. Ein 
französischitalienischspanischenglischdeutscher Versuch

Zoe Gavriilidou/Apostolos Garoufos: The lexicographic protocol of MikaelaLex. A free 
online school dictionary of Greek accessible for visuallyimpaired senior elementary 
children

Ana-Maria Gînsac/Mihai-Alex Moruz/Mădălina Ungureanu: The first Romanian dictionaries 
(17th century). Digital aligned corpus

Vanessa Gonzalez Ribao: Fachlexikografie in digitalem Zeitalter: Ein metalexikografisches 
Forschungsprojekt

Velibor Ilić/Lenka Bajčetić/Snežana Petrović/Ana Španović: SCyDia – OCR for Serbian 
Cyrillic with Diacritics

Meike Meliss/Vanessa González Ribao: Vergleichbare Korpora für multilinguale kontrastive 
Studien. Herausforderungen und Desiderata

Chris A. Smith: Are phonesthemes evidence of a sublexical organising layer in the 
structure of the lexicon? Testing the OED analysis of two phonesthemes with a corpus 
study of collocational behaviour of sw and fl words in the OEC

Silga Sviķe: Survey analysis of dictionaryusing skills and habits among translation 
students

Software Demonstrations

Nico Dorn: An automated cluster constructor for a narrated dictionary. The Cross
reference Clusters of Wortgeschichte digital

Mireille Ducassé/Archil Elizbarashvili: Finding lemmas in agglutinative and inflectional 
language dictionaries with logical information systems: The case of Georgian verbs

Dorielle Lonke/Ilan Kernerman/Vova Dzhuranyuk: Lexical data API

Peter Meyer: Lehnwortportal Deutsch: a new architecture for resources on lexical 
borrowings
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Velibor Ilić/Lenka Bajčetić/Snežana Petrović/Ana Španović

SCyDia – OCR FOR SERBIAN CYRILLIC 
WITH DIACRITICS

Abstract In the currently ongoing process of retrodigitization of Serbian dialectal dictionaries, the 
biggest obstacle is the lack of machinereadable versions of paper editions. Therefore, one essential step is 
needed before venturing into the dictionarymaking process in the digital environment – OCRing the 
pages with the highest possible accuracy. Successful retrodigitization of Serbian dialectal dictionaries, 
currently in progress, has shown a dire need for one basic yet necessary step, lacking until now – OCRing 
the pages with the highest possible accuracy. OCR processing is not a new technology, as many open
source and commercial software solutions can reliably convert scanned images of paper documents into 
digital documents. Available software solutions are usually efficient enough to process scanned contracts, 
invoices, financial statements, newspapers, and books. In cases where it is necessary to process documents 
that contain accented text and precisely extract each character with diacritics, such software solutions are 
not efficient enough. This paper presents the OCR software called “SCyDia”, developed to overcome this 
issue. We demonstrate the organizational structure of the OCR software “SCyDia” and the first results. The 
“SCyDia” is a webbased software solution that relies on the opensource software “Tesseract” in the back
ground. “SCyDia” also contains a module for semiautomatic text correction. We have already processed 
over 15,000 pages, 13 dialectal dictionaries, and five dialectal monographs. At this point in our project, we 
have analyzed the accuracy of the “SCyDia” by processing 13 dialectal dictionaries. The results were ana
lyzed manually by an expert who examined a number of randomly selected pages from each dictionary. 
The preliminary results show great promise, spanning from 97.19% to 99.87%.

Keywords OCR; Cyrillic; Serbian language; retrodigitization; convolutional neural networks

1. Introduction

In the Institute for the Serbian language of SASA, several lexicographic projects – descrip
tive, etymological, historical, dialectal, neological, etc.  – are currently ongoing and still 
compiled in the traditional way. The lexical material they are based upon includes numer
ous dictionaries and scientific monographs, which have to be consulted in the paper edition. 
The vast majority of these dictionaries and monographs (tens of thousands of pages), dedi
cated to compiling and analyzing dialectal lexis, and describing dialectal features, are writ
ten in Cyrillic, containing accents, diacritics, and other nonstandard characters. We should 
bear in mind that the Serbian language is in the position of being lowresourced in the field 
of digital infrastructure and digitized language resources (for example, in the Institute, no 
dictionary is corpusbased nor corpusdriven, and no tools for writing or editing dictionar
ies in the digital environment are used, etc.). Even though some serious first steps have been 
taken towards applying new technologies to our lexicographic legacy1 and into the diction
arymaking process,2 we were well aware that this obsolete methodology may question the 
relevance of research results and downgrade the scientific level of publications. Therefore, 

1 See dictionary platforms Raskovnik and Prepis.
2 Certain significant steps have been taken also towards digitization of the Dictionary of the Serbo-Cro-

atian Standard and Vernacular Language of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts (Stijović/
Stanković 2018). Some volumes passed the OCR processing, and manual correction afterwards. 
However, there is no data on OCR output precision, or how many working hours were spent on 
corrections (Stanković et al. 2018, p. 942).
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we decided to take a broader approach to improve our work – to retrodigitize this vast 
number of scientific dictionaries and monograph studies of fundamental importance for 
lexicographic work. That will enable us to create a multifunctional lexicographic database 
and different corpora and use dialectal material to produce various dictionaries, scientific 
papers, etc. One of the significant accomplishments of this process of retrodigitization, in 
the long run, should also be the promotion of dialects and vernaculars, especially in mod
ernday society. However, the biggest obstacle when attempting to retrodigitize Serbian 
dialectal dictionaries was the lack of machinereadable versions of paper editions, implying 
that we needed to complete one essential step before venturing into the dictionarymaking 
process in the digital environment – OCRing the pages with the highest possible accuracy.

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a process that allows data extraction from a scanned 
document or image file. In this process, the printed or handwritten text on the scanned doc
ument is converted to a machinereadable format. OCR processing is not a new technology, 
and there are many opensource and commercial software solutions that can reliably con
vert scanned images of paper documents into digital documents. Even so, available software 
solutions are usually efficient enough to process scanned contracts, invoices, financial state
ments, newspapers, and books. In cases where it is necessary to process documents contain
ing accented text and precisely extract each character with diacritics, such as dialectal dic
tionaries written with Cyrillic letters, such software solutions are not efficient enough.

1.1 Why OCR?

Although doublekeying is the most accurate way for transcription, it is very timeconsum
ing and  – in the case of dialectal and historical dictionaries, with text too complex for 
nonexperts – costly because it requires additional corrections, usually more than one. This 
is based on our previous work experiences digitizing five dialectal dictionaries currently 
available on Raskovnik. Therefore, to overcome this problem, we decided to invest in devel
oping an OCR software called “SCyDia” – Serbian Cyrillic with Diacritics. By now, we ran 
the “SCyDia” software on 14 dictionaries and monographs with more than 15,000 pages 
combined, but we intend to use it on hundreds of thousands of pages more.

Since the accuracy of OCR varies from 97,19% to 99,87%, some dictionaries would be reason
ably quick to verify manually. On the other hand, the worst result of a 2,81% error rate in 
one dictionary means that a page of 3000 characters has 84,3 errors which can be timecon
suming and too expensive to correct. We have opted for a lessthanperfect gradual ap
proach in these cases by correcting only the headword lemmas3 in the first phase. In this 
way, we could make our database “searchable” while still keeping the cost reasonably low.

1.2 Related Work

Klyshinsky/Karpi/Bondarenko (2020) compares neural network software used to restore di
acritics in six languages such as Croatian, Slovak, Romanian, French, German, Latvian, and 

3 The objective to have a fully and precisely corrected version of the digitized material in Cyrillic with 
diacritics and other nonstandard characters prior to start using it in a lexicographic work process is 
utmost timeconsuming and unrealistic from the financial perspective. See for example Vitas/Krstev 
(2015, p. 109).
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Turkish. The recognition accuracy usually ranges from 95 to 99%, depending on the letter; 
some letters have relatively low accuracy.

Hussain et al. (2014) present the results of using the Tesseract engine for OCR processing of 
pages written by Urdu Nastalique (a very complex and cursive writing style of Arabic script); 
without any modifications, the Tesseract achieves an accuracy of 66%, and with additional 
modifications, the accuracy is increased to 97%.

Cristea et al. (2020) present the results of a solution based on several types of neural net
works (such as The Region Proposal Network (RPN), ResNet, Faster RCNN) for OCR pro
cessing of old Romanian documents written in Cyrillic.

Rijhwani/Anastasopoulos/Neubig (2020) describes postcorrection methods where the goal 
is to reduce the number of errors that occur during OCR processing that most often happen 
due to lowquality scanning, physical deterioration of paper book, or different styles of font.

In their research, Krstev/Stanković/Vitas (2018) present the process of restoring diacritics in 
Serbian texts written in degraded Latin script, and the presented solution relies on the com
prehensive lexical resources for Serbian: the morphological electronic dictionaries, the Cor
pus of Contemporary Serbian and local grammars.

In their research, O’Brien/Haddej (2012) present a project where the functionality of OCRo
pus software has been expanded to support the recognition of mathematical symbols and 
unique linguistic alphabets (e. g., Hungarian letters) while the extended version supports 
UTF8 character encoding. The accuracy of the original version trained only with English 
characters was 86%; in the extended version, the accuracy increased to 93,5%.

1.3 An overview of the “SCyDia” software

This paper will present the OCR software “SCyDia”, a webbased software solution that 
relies on opensource software Tesseract V5 in the background. The software is developed 
to overcome the problem of not having OCR software efficient enough to process docu
ments containing accented text and precisely extract each character with diacritics. Finally, 
we will demonstrate the organizational structure of the software and the first results. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains implementation details, details about 
used convolutional neural networks (CNN) and datasets, and a description of modules for 
semiautomatic text correction. After that, section 3 presents the results. Further plans are 
presented in section 4. Finally, the last section contains conclusions.

2. Implementation of SCyDia 

The “SCyDia” OCR software is developed as a web application; an overview of the algo
rithm is presented in Figure 1. It allows the user to see a list of scanned pages and select 
pages for OCR pressing or text correction (proofreading).

The web application (1) allows the user to choose which scanned pages will be processed. 
The selected images of the scanned text pages (2) are forwarded to the Python application. 
OCR processing in the initial step uses Tesseract (3), which generates a text file (6) with 
recognized text without diacritic signs. Tesseract also returns coordinates of bounding box
es around individual letters. The coordinates of bounding boxes are usually concretely de
termined. Occasionally, instead of one letter inside the bounding box, it may contain two, 
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three, or even more letters; sometimes, the bounding box can contain halves of two adjacent 
letters.

Fig. 1: Overview of ScyDia software

The convolutional neural network (4) can check whether the bounding box contains only 
one letter as expected, and if there is more than one, it returns information on how many 
letters are inside the bounding box. For example, detected bounding boxes with more than 
one letter are divided into an appropriate number of smaller bounding boxes containing one 
letter.

In Figure 2, the correctly determined bounding boxes with one letter are shown in blue. 
Those boxes that initially contained two letters and were divided into two parts are shown 
in green, and boxes with three letters are divided into smaller boxes are shown in yellow 
color. Bounding Border boxes where multiple letters are detected are automatically divided 
into the appropriate number of parts to contain one letter using the Python script.

Fig. 2: Detected bounding boxes around letters

In Figure 1, Python script (5) uses bounding boxes coordinates to extract individual letters’ 
images. The convolutional network (7) processes those images of individual letters and tries 
to detect whether they contain diacritic signs. Also, this network can be used to detect let
ters that Tesseract has difficulty recognizing correctly, such as italic letters ι  ӣ ш  в. In the fi
nal step, the Python function tries to match each letter from a text file with the information 
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provided by the convolutional network when processing extracted images of those letters. 
The result of that function represents a new text file containing letters with diacritic signs. 
For example, “SCyDia” software generates text in format UTF8 plaintext; letters with dia
critics consist of two characters, one character for the letter and the other for the diacritical 
character (symbol).

2.1 Network Configuration and Datasets

The “SCyDia” OCR application uses two convolutional neural networks, CNN for checking 
bounding boxes and CNN for detecting diacritics. These two networks have similar config
urations, and they differ in the number of outputs.

The CNN used for detecting diacritics takes a 48×32×1 matrix as input; it contains three 
convolutional layers. The first layer contains 16, the second 32, and the third layer contains 
64 3×3 kernels with ReLu activation. After each layer, a maxpooling layer with a pooling 
size of 2×2, a dropout probability of 0.25 is placed. Three fully connected layers follow these 
convolutional layers: the first layer contains 128 nodes, the second 64 nodes, and the third 
layer contains 32 output neurons. After each layer is placed, the dropout layer with a drop
out probability of 0.25. Finally, the output layer contains 30 nodes, Figure 3. The values ob
tained at the network output have the following meaning: the first value indicates whether 
the letter contains diacritic signs, the second whether the letter is correct (sometimes the 
bounding box is not placed correctly around the letter), and the following 15 values detect 
the type of diacritic signs, the remaining values are used to detect letters Tesseract does not 
recognize correctly, for example, letters (ьəѣŋʒ, and italic letters such as ι  ӣ ш  в).

Fig. 3:  Structure of convolutional networks

Datasets for CNN used for detecting diacritics are generated by collecting cropped individ
ual letters from scanned pages. This dataset contains:4

4 It’s worthwhile noting that all scholar dictionaries in Serbian, and even most of the popular ones, are 
using characters with diacritics.
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Group of Cyrillic letters:

 – Standard set of Cyrillic letters,

 – Letters that have diacritics above the letters, for example:

 à á ȁ â ā a̍ ă a͂ ä́ ā̌ ȧ

 – Letters that have diacritics below the letters, for example:

 ạ   a̤ ąл ̥

 – Letters that have diacritics above and below the letters,

 – Cyrillic letters that do not belong to the standard set of symbols that Tesseract cannot 
recognize, for example:

ьəѣŋʒ Tesseract incorrectly recognizes these letters as: Б о ђ о з

 – Letters where one letter consists of two characters, for example: д͡з

The CNN used for checking bounding boxes has a similar configuration; the output 
layer of that network contains 5 nodes, Figure 3. The values obtained at the network output 
have the following meaning – the first value indicates that bounding box is around one 
letter, and the second value indicates that bounding box is around two letters. The third 
value indicates that the bounding box is around three letters, the fourth value indicates 
more than three letters, and the fifth value is used to detect invalid letters; for example, 
there are two halves of consecutive letters within the boundary frame.

Datasets for CNN used for checking bounding boxes are also generated by collecting 
cropped letters from scanned pages. This dataset contains examples of how an adequately 
extracted letter looks, examples of when two or three letters are extracted together, and 
examples of images with incorrectly extracted letters when two halves of a letter are in a 
boundary field.

Adam optimizer is used for both networks. The duration of training was limited to 50 ep
ochs, with two additional parameters: ReduceLROnPlateau with patience 10 and EarlyStop-
ping with patience 25. Parameter ReduceLROnPlateau would reduce the learning rate if there 
were no improvement in the accuracy of the validation dataset for 10 epochs. EarlyStopping 
interrupts training if there is no improvement in the accuracy of the validation dataset for 
25 epochs.

2.2 Manual and semi-automatic text correction (proofreading)

The primary purpose of the “SCyDia” application is OCR processing; besides that web 
application also provides a module for text correction (proofreading). That module allows 
manual and semiautomatic text correction. The window for manual text correction is 
divided into three fields (Fig. 4), the first field contains the recognized text, and it is an 
editable field; the second field contains cutout images of paragraphs; in the third field, 
there is a complete picture of the scanned page on which the letters containing diacritics 
are marked.
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Fig. 4:  Window for manual text correction

In order to achieve semi-automatic text correction (Fig. 5), the “SCyDia” application 
repeats OCR processing (3) of one page several times to create additional copies of text files 
that can be compared with each other. The algorithm for semiautomatic text correction 
starts by creating additional two copies (2) of the scanned page (1), the first image is rotated 
to the left by half a degree, and the second copy is rotated to the right half a degree. If they 
visually compare those images, humans will not notice the differences between the original 
scanned page and copies of that image rotated by half a degree. However, for OCR software, 
such a small difference causes misrecognized letters to appear in different places in the rec
ognized text.

Fig. 5:  Algorithm for semiautomatic text correction

In the next step, those text files (4) are compared with each other (5), and each detected 
difference is presented on the window for manual checking and correcting (6). In most cas
es, users can click on the button with the correct version of a word, Figure 6.
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Fig. 6: User interface with results of semiautomatic text correction

The user interface with the results of the semiautomatic text correction contains following 
elements:

 – the part of the scanned image with the text line where the difference is noticed,

 – the text line where the difference is noticed from the original scanned page (word where 
the difference is presented in red),

 – the text line where the difference is noticed from the rotated copy (word where the dif
ference is presented in red),

 – Button with a version of word from the first file,

 – Button with a version of word from the second file,

 – A text box that allows the user to manually correct an error if neither of these two ver
sions is correct.

2.3 Usage of “SCyDia”

The “SCyDia” application has so far been used for processing over 15 000 pages of dialecti
cal dictionaries of Serbian. The OCR process is conducted on a PC with Intel I9 12core 
processor, with NVidia GeForce RTX 2070 SUPER graphic card. The “SCyDia” application 
can process eight pages in parallel, and each page is analyzed three times: first in its original 
shape and then skewed for half a degree left and right. On average, each page takes about 
half an hour to process. After the first batch of 14 dictionaries was processed, the results 
were analyzed. We have compiled a list of the most common problems for each dictionary. 
A list of letters and diacritics signs has been compiled, with the most common problems in 
each dictionary. Based on this list, an additional set of images with letters and diacritics will 
be generated to expand the dataset for training CNN used to detect diacritics.

3. Results

3.1 General characteristics of processed dictionaries

Table 1 provides an overall description of 13 dictionaries processed in the “SCyDia” applica
tion by showing some of their main characteristics relevant for the OCR, such as the posses
sion of characters with diacritics in the headword, characters with diacritics in the citation, 
characters in italic, abbreviations, as well as characters in superscript.

The accuracy of OCR processing is evaluated by comparing the text generated by the OCR 
software with the reference text (manually typed text); the comparison is performed using 
a script, and the results obtained are shown in the following table.
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DICTIONARIES CHARACTERS 
WITH DIACRI-
TICS IN THE 
HEADWORD

CHARACTERS 
WITH DIACRI-
TICS IN CITA-
TION

CHARAC-
TERS IN 
CURSIVE

ABBREVIA-
TIONS

SUPER-
SCRIPT

Bašanović-Čečović 
(2010)

+ + + + +

Boričić Tivranski 
(2002)

+  + + 

Bukumirić (2012) + + + + 

Cvetanović (2013) + +  + 

Cvijetić (2014) + + + + 

Dalmacija (2004) + + + + +

Dalmacija (2017) + + + + +

Đoković (2010) +   + 

Rajković Koželjac 
(2014)

+ + + + 

Ristić (2010) + + + + +

RSGV (2000–) + + + + 

Stanić (1990–1991) + + + + +

Zlatković (2014) + + + + 

Table 1: Overall description of dictionaries’ complexity

As expected, characters with diacritics in the headword are present in each of the 13 diction
aries. Characters with diacritics in the citation are documented in most dictionaries (11 out 
of 13), except in Boričić Tivranski (2002) and Đoković (2010). 11 out of 13 dictionaries have 
characters in cursive, except Cvetanović (2013) and Đoković (2010). Abbreviations, such as 
grammatical ones, and locations and sources are present in all 13 dictionaries. Finally, su
perscript is found in 5 out of 13 dictionaries and missing from Boričić Tivranski (2002), 
Bukumirić (2012), Cvetanović (2013), Cvijetić (2014), Đoković (2010), Rajković Koželjac 
(2014), RSGV (2000–), and Zlatković (2014).

3.2 OCR processing accuracy

The accuracy of OCR processing was evaluated manually by experts. Although the  “SCyDia” 
software provides semiautomatic detection of errors by comparing the slightly rotated ver
sions to the original, we have decided to evaluate manually to ensure that the evaluation 
results are as accurate as possible. Semiautomatic error detection is beneficial for manual 
correction, but we cannot be sure that all errors are detected in this way. The experts count
ed all errors on the page and errors in “special” characters: letters with diacritics, italic, and 
specific abbreviations. Finally, we wanted to see to what extent these special characters af
fect the results of the OCR so we could see what aspects we need to improve.
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DICTIONA-
RIES

TN 
CHARAC-
TERS

TN 
ERRORS

% 
COR-
RECT

TN 
LETTERS 
WITH 
DIACRI-
TICS

TN 
ERRORS 
IN 
DIACRI-
TICS

% 
COR-
RECT

% ERRORS IN 
DIACRITICS 
VS. TN 
ERRORS

Cvetanović 
(2013)

1455 2 99,87 107 / 100 /

Đoković (2010) 2761 4 99,86 / / / /

Boričić 
Tivranski 
(2002)

1232 2 99,84 45 / 100 /

Cvijetić (2014) 2791 17 99,39 30 / 100 /

Zlatković 
(2014)

3422 33 99,04 263 6 97,8 18,18

Stanić (1990–
1991)

4394 62 98,59 263 16 94 25,80

Ristić (2010) 2938 43 98,54 312 25 92 58,13

Dalmacija 
(2017)

2047 30 98,53 193 15 92,2 50

Rajković  
Koželjac (2014)

3011 47 98,44 175 20 88,6 42,55

Dalmacija 
(2004)

2938 38 98,42 329 5 98,5 13,15

RSGV (2000–) 3566 79 97,74 161 14 91,3 17,72

Bašanović-
Čečović (2010)

2853 61 97,86 355 35 90,1 57,37

Bukumirić 
(2012)

2563 72 97,19 256 6 97,7 8,33

Table 2: Accuracy of OCR processing

As it is shown in Table 2, three dictionaries have the highest accuracy percentage – 99,87% 
in Cvetanović (2013), Đoković (2010) and 99,86%, and 99,84% in Boričić Tivranski (2002). A 
mutual characteristic they all share is zero errors in characters with diacritics. In addition, 
one more dictionary is processed without errors in diacritics, Cvijetić 2014, making it a total 
of four.

When it comes to the total number of errors in diacritics, most of them are linked to char
acters in cursive. Dictionaries that have diacritics in cursive have the most mistakes in dia
critics – Rajković Koželjac (2014) with 20 out of 175 total characters with diacritics (88,6% of 
accuracy), Bašanović Čečović (2010) with 35 out of 355 total (90,1%) and RSGV (2000)– with 
14 out of 161 total (91,3%).

A specific type of error in characters with diacritics is present in most dictionaries – the 
letter o with any sort of diacritic is mistakenly read by the “SCyDia” application as the Cy
rillic letter д. The most significant number of these errors is found in two dictionaries (Ristić 
2010; Dalmacija 2017), where they form more than 50% of all errors in characters with 
diacritics.
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DICTIONARIES TN CHARACTERS 
IN CURSIVE

TN ERRORS IN 
CURSIVE

TN ABBREVIA-
TIONS

TN ERRORS IN 
ABBREVIATIONS

Cvetanović (2013) / / 75 /

Đoković (2010) / / 78 3

Boričić Tivranski 
(2002) 

85 1 55 1

Cvijetić (2014) 798 17 228 5

Zlatković (2014) 755 12 298 6

Stanić (1990–1991) 1252 55 267 4

Ristić (2010) 828 1 75 /

Dalmacija (2017) 669 34 54 2

Rajković Koželjac 
(2014)

231 16 125 /

Dalmacija (2004) 820 1 83 /

RSGV (2000–) 148 1 452 20

Bašanović-Čečović 
(2010)

627 2 71 2

Bukumirić (2012) 483 14 152 17

Table 3: Accuracy of OCR processing additional data

Table  3 is providing further results obtained from processing the dictionaries in the 
 “SCyDia” application.

What the results in the table are showing is that the presence (or lack) of cursive is crucial 
to the total percentage of errors, especially if cursive is combined with diacritics. Dictionar
ies with the highest percentage of errors (Bašanović Čečović 2010; Dalmacija 2017) have 
both characters in cursive and with diacritics. Similarly, dictionaries with the highest per
centage of accuracy, such as Đoković (2010), Cvetanović (2013) don’t have characters in 
cursive.

These results are similar to ones obtained by Polomac and Lutovac Kaznovac in their work 
with OCR for Serbian medieval manuscripts: “An extraordinarily high percentage of errors 
indicates that it is necessary to train a separate model for the automatic recognition of man
uscripts written in cursive script” (Polomac/Lutovac Kaznovac 2021, p. 16). Although their 
system is trained to recognize manuscripts and Old Slavonic letters, it is interesting to see 
that cursive poses the biggest problem similarly to our results. It is also noteworthy to point 
out that the significan percentage of errors in their research are most frequently related to 
the blanks between words, superscript letters and titles, i. e. diacritics (ibid., pp. 23 f.).

4. Further plans

Once the transcribed text is manually corrected, we will place results in structured dictionary. 
We are currently developing an OntoLex schema that would be suitable for all the dictionar
ies and enable the smooth integration of various resources into one connected data structure. 
In the end, we want to create a web app with which some parts of the database would be ac
cessible to the broader public, and some would require a license to access, depending on the 
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copyright of the dictionary. Also, the web app would allow a certain number of users to edit 
mistakes that may have remained after OCR and the scarce manual correction.

5. Conclusions
Today, when most dictionaries are being produced in digital form, it is essential not to lose 
sight of those that, for now, exist in paper form only and need to be transformed into a dig
ital, computerreadable format. Breathing new life into nondigital lexicographic works re
quires a lengthy, multistep process of retrodigitization. The end goal is to produce struc
tured and indexed material that can be searched and integrated into various lexicographic 
projects, from scholarly dictionaries to more popular content. Still, in the case of the Serbian 
language, this end goal may look out of reach until some basic requirements are fulfilled. 
The presented “SCyDia” software solution is just one – but vital – step towards building 
uptodate, multipurpose, and scientifically reliable digital linguistic resources for Serbian. 
“SCyDia” is developed as opensource software is available and it is available on GitHub at 
the following link: https://github.com/ilicv/Cyrilic_OCR.
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